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reference point provides better dose distribution than for
1 cm from applicator surface. Although ring in the first
insertion provides suboptimal dose distribution compared
with tandem and ovoids or tandem and ring in the next
insertions, prescription of the dose 20 Gy to the reference
point A and proper diameter of the ring assured
adequately high dose to the whole exofitic infiltration,
which does allow then inserting tandem.

Brachytherapy
Infrastructure in Poland
(2002-2008)
Bulski Wojciech, Walczak A, L/ yczek J, 
Kawczyn’ska M 
Centrum Onkologii – Instytut im. Marii Skl/odowskiej-Curie
w Warszawie, Polska

Purpose: One of the current ESTRO projects by is
named The Pattern of Care for Brachytherapy (PCB).
The first stage of this project was a survey of brachytherapy
facilities in the en tire European area for 2002. This data,
crucial for the completion of other ESTRO projects, has
been assembled from almost all European countries and
will ultimately help to shape future European
brachytherapy policy. This paper presents the state
of brachytherapy facilities and applications in Poland,
during the period 2002-2007.

Material and methods: In 2003, an ESTRO Question-
naire on Brachytherapy Practice in Europe was distributed
to 25 Polish centers with brachytherapy facilities. They
provided data on brachytherapy infrastructure in Poland
for 2002. The same questionnaire has been sent out to
collect the data for 2004 in order to observe the actual
trends and to compare with the estimates given in
the previous questionnaires. From 2006 on the data have
been collected on a yearly basis.

Results: In Poland, there are 25 brachytherapy facilities,
evenly distributed throughout the country. The numbers
of afterloaders installed in these facilities, as of 2007 are:
LDR – 6, HDR – 21, PDR – 4. The brachytherapy after-
loading equipment is modern and in good technical
conditions. The population of Poland is about 38.5 million
and the total number of patients undergoing brachy-
therapy irradiations is about 8000 per year. This is a very
large number as compared with other European countries.
The brachytherapy is applied for virtually all tumour
localizations (HDR), however about 63% brachytherapy is
used for treating gynecological tumours. The proportion
between HDR and LDR units is changing – the number
of LDR units is decreasing. The number of radiation
oncologists specialized in gynecological tumours is
adequate. There is a need for training of more radiation
oncologists in complex HDR techniques, such as prostate,

breast, oesophagus, lung brachytherapy. The medical
physics staff is adequate to assure proper quality
of brachytherapy.

Conclusions: Current number of brachytherapy
facilities seems to be adequate taking into consideration
the population and estimated cancer incidence in Poland.
The brachytherapy facilities are uniformly distributed
throughout the country. There is a need for further training
of radiation oncologists in more complex HDR techniques
in order to take full advantage of the existing equipment.
The PCBE study should be continued in order to monitor
the changes and progress in brachytherapy development.

Analysis of standard
loading patterns for
cervix brachytherapy
using MRI-based
dosimetry
Lettmayer Anna, Trnkova Petra, Berger Daniel,
Dimopoulos Johannes, Benesch Thomas, Pötter Richard,
Kirisits Christian
Medical University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria

Purpose: Analysis and comparison of dose distributions
resulting from different standard loading patterns (SLPs)
in intracavitary high-dose-rate-brachytherapy (HDR-BT)
using MRI-based contours.

Material and methods: According to severity of tumour
extension and stage 30 cervical cancer patients (treated with
tandem-ring applicator) were assigned to either group
A “limited tumour”, group B “medium-sized tumour” or
group C “extensive tumour”. For each patient MRI-based
treatment plans were generated implementing four SLPs
(SLP-1: Fletcher-Typ; SLP-2: reduced loading in tandem;
SLP-3: dose-point-optimized; SLP-4: loading tandem only).
Treatment planning and dose reporting was performed using
OncentraGYN v0.9.15 from Nucletron. DVH parameters
(prescribed dose 7 Gy/fraction) D90 and V100 were
calculated for HR-CTV and GTV, D2cc for bladder, rectum,
sigmoid and D0,1cc for vagina. Statistical significance
of results was evaluated using paired Student’s t-test.

Results: Evaluation of SLP-4 showed sufficient dose
coverage to HR-CTV in 9 of 10 patients in group
A (Vmean100 96%), in 5 out of 10 patients in Group B
(Vmean100 86%) and in 1 patient in group C (Vmean100
83%). Comparing SLP-4 to SLP-1 D2cc turned out to be
significantly lower for rectum in group A and B as well as
for bladder in group B. By activating more dwell positions
in ring the Dmean90 increased from 6,6 Gy to 7,4 Gy in
group B and from 5,2 Gy to 5,9 Gy in group C. In all groups
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dose delivered to target- and risk-structures was highest
for loading SLP-1, lower for SLP-2, -3 and lowest for SLP-4.
In all groups vagina observed significant lower dose using
SLP-4 (Dmean 0.1cc 6.6 Gy).

Conclusions: The simulation of standard-loading-plans
offered the possibility to analyse and compare different
dose distributions concerning target coverage and dose
exposure to OAR related to the impact of individual
tumour growth pattern and pelvic anatomy. The results
could provide an opportunity to reconsider current SLPs
used as starting points for individualised optimization and
for cases where no 3-D treatment planning is possible.

Intratumoral administration
of hypoxic sensitizers in
the radiotherapy of 494
uterine cancer patients:
long-term results
Philippenko Vladimir, Balmukhanov S., Telguziyeva Zhanna
Kazakh Institute of Oncology and Radiology, Almaty, Kazahkstan

Purpose: In Kazakh Institute of Oncology and
Radiology we made clinical trials of direct interstitial
of metronidazole (later, also Sanazole-AK 2123) in patients
treated with radiotherapy for cancer of uterine cervix and
endometrial. The indicated treatment was completed in
435 uterine cervix and 97 endometrial cancer patients,
the respective numbers of controls being 263 and 36. We
were only able to carry out a limited number of rando-
mized studies, as news about a novel method of treatment
with unprecedentedly good results had spread widely and
patients in an increasing number were requesting
treatment with the new regime. All the patients were
followed for a minimum of 5 years after termination
of treatment. The last examination we made in 2001 year.

Patients characteristics: To the clinical investigation
were admitted patients with cervix tumors in stages IIB
and III, and patients with endometrial cancer in stages IB,
IIB and III. Distant metastasis, neuropathy and liver and
kidney dysfunction cases, or patients over 70 years of age
were excluded. Assessment of long-term cervix tumor
results was based exclusively on squamous cell data as
the most highly representative morphological sample
(Table 1). As can be seen here, in both subject and control
groups, 80% of the cervix occurred in the locally advanced
stage III, out of these, 54.6% had both of the parametric
involved in the process. Clinical staging was done
according to the FIGO system. Pretreatment evaluation
consisted of physical examination, routine laboratory
studies and cystoscopy. Lymphographic test were included
as required. Stage allocation and the degree of tumors

morphology differentiation appear to be comparable in
two arms (Table 2). This was found to apply also to small
group of patients that underwent treatment therapy in
a randomized fashion. In about one third of all cases,
the degree of differentiation was established to have
reached grades I and II (Tables 1-2).

Methods: RT was performed using combined external
and intracavitary irradiations, with total dose varying
between 65 and 72 Gy at Point A, and between 55 and
60 Gy at Point B. The treatment started with 5 fractions
each of 3-4 Gy given every second day on the whole pelvic
from two opposing fields 18 × 15 cm. Treatment continued
with intracavitary irradiation per 5 Gy twice a week, and
completed with 2 Gy boosters given at 48 intervals on two
opposing narrow fields (5 × 15 cm). A 0.5% solution
of metronidazole was used. Injections were made from
3-4 points of fornix under ultrasound control about
15-20 minutes before each of the 3-5 initial irradiations with
4 Gy. About 20-40 ml, and in advanced cases up to 60-80 ml
was administrated. The average content in neoplastic tissue
– was 1.5-2.5 mg/g wet weight. A 0.5% solution
of metronidazole is equivalent to 21-29 Mmt and
established drug content about 2 mg/6 of fissile
(O.C.Scott). The plasma concentration of the drug,
measured about 2 hours after the infusion varied between
10 and 30 mcg/ml. The concentration of metronidazole
was determined spectrophotometrically (320 Nm) in
ethanol extractions prepared from 32 biopsies taken 10 min
after infusion. The treatment response was evaluated
according the rate of complete regression of tumors and
the grade of cytological damage. Local regression rate was
determined by examination of visible and palpable tumors
residues, aided by ultrasound provides the requisite
topometric information concerning the state of tumor and
surrounding tissue, especially with regard to the initial
volume and subsequent change during treatment.

Results: Treatment results of radiotherapy combined
with intratumoral sensitization are very high. The clearance
rate of the tumors in the randomized and in the joint group
of randomized and nonrandomized cases. Complete
regression was achieved in 100% of stately patients treated
by radiation therapy with metronidazole, compared to 81.3
of the same type of patients treated with RT alone. Of
special note is the efficacy of the new regime in the case
of stage III endometrial and cervix cancer: complete
regression of the neoplasm and parametric metastases in
88.3% of cases (and as high as 95.3% for the randomized
group) against 48.6% achieved with RT alone. In terms
complete tumor regression criteria, the Dose-Modifying
Effects (DIME) rated 0.83 when RT was combined with
intratumoral injection of the hypoxic sensitilized.
The cytological damage caused by different modes
of treatment was evaluated 1-2 weeks after completed
therapy. A large proportion of MZ RT cases showed an
increase in injuries. Grade III stromal elements were
recognizable in 86.4% of cases, with possible destroyed
neoplastic cell rests and necrotic masses. The RT biopsies
reverted a damage that in one half of cases rated grade
II – on evidence from stromal elements with only a few
severely damage tumor cells. The rate of grade II damages


